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4` Claims; 

This-invention relates to saucer griçìsandmgre 
?a'?t'ieiilarlìf to a grid detachably nigunted ina 
saucer to supporta drinking cup `out of contact 
"with liquid in _the-saucer, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

_It is` among the objects of the inventien to__pro_ 
vide an openwòrk `grid 6r vgi‘ille~which can be 
placed in a saucer to'su'ràpdrta drinking _cup out 
òf Còrïtaet with the saucer and abo'v'e‘anyiiquid 
which may have ,seein aecia‘enauy @media tue ` 
saucerij which will ñt into 'a cònventiónaisauceij 
and rnäy be detachably secured the?'einìhv’v'hich 
p_"r'ói/ides f'or> thefrëefiów óf spilled liquid‘ffrorn 
the _o‘ute'r p‘òrtio'nsef the saucer te t11’e_`f_éente? 
ijòrti-ori thereöf; which I'Íia'y be nrbvide'dîinifari 
òiis'desi‘gns of ribs and rings; and vi/hieh'is sirn 
plev ainddurable'in òenstructión, ee'onórniëal _te 
manufaeture'aiid neat and attractive in appear 
ance. c 

Other ̀ óbjeets arid advantag'ës’will bfe'r'z'òrrì'e ap 
parent fróin'a cönsideration >of the follòufingfdel 
sfcriptionv and appended claims in c_'enjun'c'tion 
with the ac’cbmbanying' drawings, wherein: 
Figure 1 is a top plan' _Vie'w’ of'aJ` sauce?fwith a` 

ë’afùe‘er grid> illustrativf'e’ef theinveiition ópera 
tiveß? rr'ioîi'ntèd therein; _ l _ __ 

`Figure `2 _is a crossëse‘ction‘al view_'çn th"e`_`_1_i`_?f_é_Í 
2:2 of Figure> 1, with a _dr‘inkmg’cup‘ _shown'in 
breken lines supported onfthe saucer grid`;__ __ 
Figure 3 is va‘10ers_peetijre_ View _oïÍa springclip 

used ltó releasably‘ secure" thegrid in the ’ 
_ Figure ‘iisl a top p'le'm-Vieàify s_irniiartofFig _ 
sliöwinng' a somewhat' modiñèd'iorrn" óf saucer 
grid: n n c „ _ c „ 

Figure 5r is*y ai cross-sectional View .similarto 
Figure 2 taken Ouche une _51:5 of _Figure 4i" A ’_ 

` Figure 6'fis a fragmentary crQss'=sectior_i§a1_fVieW 
ef> ' the saucer V_and grid _illustrated in Figure’ 4 
taken on the line 6_'6 of Figure 5; 
Figure 7 kis ’av ytop plan View simi'lartófFig" es 

4:0ç heig`_1`it_,'¿asfi_s clearly illustratedA in Figure 2;-‘but 

crgss-_seetionalm„aimensionsicomprising“ a" hf‘ei‘áht 

, , c . , „ , 'f Withl 4'5" at te base of; one- i » " c c anbîtlier' modiñed Vform of _saucer grid; _and____ " " ` e' ghth of an meh and a ‘with 

_ _Figli-fé' 1_0 ̀ is ya"Crûss'#Sectio'nariA VieW’bh the lî'né‘ 

lûfïlûofFigureS. _ _ With cóntinued réference tó‘the‘ drawings, the 

saucer 'generally indicated at Il), is‘the 'saine 'in' 
al1 the forms' of the invention and is ‘of known _‘ 
conventional construction'being"'concave On‘its" twee 
upper-side and convexon‘itsloweror bettom'side,'_ .t- " ' 

and atßlîectiye appearance, for4 rhe- grid.; 

that @surf 

56 

@Mering aïçir'ßular Supporting rib‘ofïbeeë if!! . fr@ ' j ver pbai‘o'fl 'tothe Cenfer‘pomon-of 
coucenuric'a-uy disposed onus bottomg‘convex ‘side ̀> '55d tñe‘saucîer; 

tjrieystraighb ribsfnave wheightimateriauy greater' 
than their maximum width. Straightribs'ha‘vîrìîgì' 

4 of pp xirnately onefquarter or anZ inch, ’a width’ 

at the tgp vQiferie-„sixteentri' of _an inch 'have been" 
f_Qu d_„tq prcyid_e___a,dequate strength and "a"n`ea‘t" 

ef _time ¿saucer-„andthe bot- . 
ß .tor the _ passage' ref__uuuidn 
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Lu'gs I9 are provided on the circular rib or ring 
I5 at substantially equal spaced intervals there 
around, three lugs being shown in the drawings 
and each being in the form or” an inwardly di 
rected hook, and clips, as indicated at 20 and 
particularly illustrated in Figure 3, are engaged 
one with each of the lugs i9 and over the rim of 
the saucer at locations adjacent the correspond 
ing lugs. l ' 

Each of the clips 2|) is a spring clip comprising 
a length of resilient wire bent ñrst to a U or hair 
pin shape to provide spaced apart and substan 
tially parallel legs 2| and 22 connected at corre 
sponding ends by a curved bight portion `23, and 
these legs are recurved intermediate their 
length through arcs of approximately 180°, as in 
dicated at 24 and 25, for the legs 2| and 22, 
respectively, to provide auxiliary legs 26 and 2l 
spaced from and substantially parallel to the 
portions of the legs connected to the bight 23. 
The ends of the auxiliary legs 26 and 2T are 
curved outwardly away from the bight connected 
leg portions to facilitate placing the clips on a 
saucer. 
In using the clips, the bight portions of the 

clips are hooked over corresponding lugs |9, and 
the auxiliary leg portions 26 and 21 of each clip 
are then forced under the rim of the saucer at a 
location adjacent the corresponding lug, so that 
each clip receives the rim portion of the saucer 
between its bight connected leg portions and 
auxiliary legs, as clearly illustrated in Figure 2, 
and with its bight portion hooked around the cor 
responding lug |9. These clips are loose or slack, 
so that they are easy to apply and do not hold the 
grid away from the bottom of the saucer. 
This arrangement secures the grid in the sau 

cer, so that the grid will not slip in the saucer 
during use, but permits the grid to drop to the 
bottom of the saucer and to be removed from the 
saucer for washing of the saucer and grid or for 
use of the saucer without the grid if such use is 
desired. The grid may be formed of a resiliently 
flexible material, such as vulcanized natural or 
synthetic rubber which will facilitate the connec 
tion of the spring clips between the lugs of the 
grid and the rim of the saucer, or may be formed 
of other material, such as synthetic resin plastics, 
metal or glass. 
As shown in Figure 2, a cup 28 will be supported 

on the top surface of the grid, that is, on the 
upper edges of the straight ribs I6 and |'| spaced 
from the upper surface of the saucer and above 
any liquid which may be spilled in the saucer. 
This keeps the bottom of the cup dry, so that, in 
drinking from the cup, no liquid will drip from 
the cup onto the table linen or the clothing of the 
person using the cup. This factor is of particular 
importance in such establishments as restaurants 
and cafeterías, where it is almost impossible to 
carry a cup of beverage, such as coffee, to a table 
without spilling some of the coffee from the cup 
into the saucer. 
In the form of the invention illustrated in Fig 

ures 4, 5 and 6, the saucer Ill is the same as that 
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 and described 
above, and the clips 20 are the same as those 
described in connection with Figure 3. The grid 
illustrated in Figures 4, 5 and 6 is somewhat dif 
ferent, however, from that shown in Figures 1 
and 2, and comprises a circular outer rib or ring 
30 and a plurality of straight ribs 3| extending 
across the space encompassed by the circular` rib 
30 substantially parallel to each other and spaced 
at substantially equal intervals _along a diameter 
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4 
of the circular rib 30 perpendicular to the 
straight ribs 3|. Two arcuate ribs 32 and 33 ex 
tend transversely of the straight ribs at the re 
spectively opposite sides of the above-mentioned 
diameter of the circular rib 30 perpendicular to 
the straight ribs, and these arcuate ribs have 
their ends coinciding at the mid-length locations 
Iof the outer straight ribs 34 and 35 to provide 
within the grid a somewhat elliptical or lemon 
shaped ñgure symmetrical with the diameter of 
the circular outer rib 3|] of the grid disposed per 
pendicular to the straight ribs 3|. 
In this modiñed arrangement, the circular rib 

3l) has substantially the same shape and size as 
the rib I5 of the form illustrated in Figures 1 and 
2 and described above. The straight ribs 3|, how 
ever, have straight upper and lower edges and a 
width materially less than the maximum depth 
of the space within the saucer in which the grid 
is disposed, so that the straight bottom edges of 
the straight ribs 3| are spaced well above the 
upper surface of the saucer, as is particularly 
illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. 
The arcuate ribs 32 and 33, however, have a 

width at their mid-length locations substantially 
equal to the full depth of the portion of the saucer 
in which the grid is mounted, and taper in width 
at their upper ends to ñt the upwardly curved 
annular rim portion of the saucer. These arcuate 
ribs are provided in their lower edges with 
notches |32 which provide passages for the flow 
of liquid from the outer portion to the center 
portion of the saucer. The upper edges of the 
straight ribs 3| and arcuate ribs 32 and 33 lie in 
a ilat surface or plane to support the drinking 
cup 28 spaced from the upper surface of the 
saucer and above any liquid which may be spilled 
into the saucer. 
The circular outer rib 30 of the grid is pro 

vided with lugs i9 spaced at substantially equal 
angular intervals therearound to receive clips 
28 by meansfof which the grid is releasably se 
cured in a saucer in the manner described above. 
In the form of the invention illustrated in Fig 

ures '7 and 8, the saucer, lugs and clips are the 
same as those described above, and the grid com 
prises an outer circular ring or rib 3B and con 
centric circular intermediate and inner rings 3l, 
38 and 39 circumferentially spaced at substan 
tially equal distances from each other. This grid 
also comprises four straight ribs 40, 4|, ¿l2 and t3 
extending from the outer ring to the inner ring 
diametrically of the rings and spaced apart at 
angular intervals of approximately 90° in the 
order named. Each quarter of the grid also in 
cludes four chordwise extending, straight ribs fill, 
d5, 45 and 41 parallel to each other1 and to the 
corresponding diametrically extending ribs and 
spaced apart substantially equal distances. The 
ribs 4t and 45 are disposed substantially at right 
angles to each other and extend from the outer 
circular rib 36 to the intermediate circular rib 
38 nearest the inner circular rib or ring 39, and 
the straight ribs d6 and ‘il are also disposed at 
right angles to each other and extend from the 
outer ring 3E to the intermediate ring 37 nearest 
the outer ring. The diametrically or radially ex 
tending straight ribs 40, 4|, |32 and 43 have a 
width substantially equal to the depth of the 
portion of the saucer in which the grid is dis 
posed, but the inner circular ribs 37, 33 and 33 
have a width materially less than the width of 
the ribs 40 to 43, inclusive, and have their lower 
edges spaced above the lower edges of these last 
mentioned ribs. Notchesv |46 are provided in the» 
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bottom edges of the ribs 46 and ¿l1-at their‘inter 
section' with eachother and ‘the cirèularïrib 31 
to provide passages for the'flow of 'spilled liquid 
to the center portionfof the saucer. ` The'upper 
edges of all of the ribs exceptV the outer'rib or 
ring 3ft lie in a common fiat surface or plane 
to,firmly support the., cup 26 and no ribs extend 
across the interior of the inner ring 39. The 
outer ‘ring orlrib et is of ,approximatelythe same 
size and shapeyas the outer ring, la described in 
connection 'with Figures’ l1> and?, and projects 
above >the top plane of the straight and inter 
mediate circular ribs ofthe grid. ` ' ' ' 

’ vThis gridis releasably secured in thesaucer 
by the lugs l-S and spring clipsÍZìlj in the` manner 
described above. 

' In the additional modified form of the inven 
tion illustrated in Figures Qand'lO, the saucer, 
lugs and spring clips are the same as those ̀ de~ 
scribed above, and the grid-»comprises an'outer, 
circular rib or ring 5ta similar in‘size and-shape 
to the outer ring I5 of Figures 1_ and?, as de 
scribed above. This modiñed~gridalso comprises 
an’inner'circular rib or ring 5l concentric with 
the outer circular rib 5l!> and an intermediate cir~ 
cular rib 52 concentric with the circular ribs 59 
and 51 and circumferentially disposed substan 
tially midway between'the outer ̀ and inner rings. 

» A plurality ofstraight ribs. 53. extend radially 
in spoke-like 4fashion from vthe outer ring ltor the 
inner ring across the intermediate ring' and are 
spaced apart` atv substantially equal angular 
intervals around the concentric rings. While ¿the 
number of .straightribs 53 may be varied without 
in any way exceeding the scope of the invention, 
it has been found thatlß. radially directedìribs 
spaced apart at angular intervals of 221/2° pro 
vide a grid which is entirely satisfactory in use. 
In this arrangement the radially disposed 

straight ribs have a Width substantially equal to 
the depth of the space Within the saucer in which 
the .grid is disposed, but the circular ribs 5l and 
52 have a width materially less than the Width 

. of the straight ribs, so that the bottom edges of 
the circular ribs are spaced from the bottom 
edges of the straight ribsl toward the top edges 
of the ribs, as is clearly illustrated in Figure 10. 
All of the ribs except the outer circular rib 50 
have their top edges in a common flat surface 
or plane, and the straight ribs terminate at the 
inner ring 5E) and do not extend across this inner 
ring. 
In both forms of the invention as illustrated in 

Figures 7 and 8 and 9 and 10, the spacing of the 
lower edges of the circular ribs from the bottom 
surface of the grid provides passageways for the 
free flow of liquid spilled into the saucer from 
the outer annular portion of the saucer to the 
center portion thereof, where the liquid can be 
collected in depression l i. 
The above-suggested materials of which the 

grids may be formed are readily moldable ma 
terials, and it is contemplated that each grid 
will be molded or cast as a one-piece or integral 
structure in which the ribs are integrally joined 
together at the locations at which they intersect. 
All of the grids are provided with generally con 
vex bottom surfaces fitting the concave upper 
surface of a conventional saucer and with flat, 
cup supporting upper surfaces and may be pro 
vided in various colors as may be desired, or 
otherwise ornamented to enhance their appear 
ance. The grids may be provided either with or 
without the clips 20 and lugs i9, as may be de 
sired. 
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The invention may be embodied» in other 
specific forms without departing from the spirit 
or essential characteristics thereof. The present 
embodimentsare, therefore, to be considered in 
all-respects as illustrative and not restrictiva the 
scope ofthe invention being indicated by the 
appended claims rather than by the foregoing de 
scription, ïand all changes which come Within 
the meaning and». range of equivalency of the 
claims are, therefore, intended to be embraced 
therein.l c 
What is claimed is: Y 
1. `Inïcombination with a saucer having a sub 

stantially circular rim and an inner concave sur 
face of spheroidal shape within said rim, a cup 
supporting »grid removably mounted in `said 
saucer and comprising an open Work structure 
including a circular outer ring disposed against 
they inner surface of said saucer and spaced vfrom 
said- saucer rim, and ribs disposed within said 
ring and’ integrally joined to said ring and to 
each other, said ribs all having their surfaces 
reinotefrom the inner surface of said saucer dis 
posed substantially in a common plane parallel 
to the surface portion of said ring nearest the 
rim of ̀ said saucer and at least some of said ribs 
having their inner surfaces at least in part con 
vexly congruent to the inner concave surface of 
said vsaucer and each rib having a length di' 
mension parallelto said plane, a ̀ Width dimension 
perpendicular to said4 plane and less than said 
length’dirnension and a thickness dimension par 
allel to» said plane and perpendicular to said 
length dimensión and less‘than said width di 
mensvion». p y 

2. In combination with a saucer having a sub 
stantially circular rim and an inner concave sur 
face of spheroidal shape within said rim, a cup 
supporting grid removably mounted in said saucer 
and comprising an open work structure including 
a circular outer ring disposed against the inner 
surface of said saucer and spaced from said sau 
cer rim, and ribs disposed within said ring and 
integrally joined to said ring and to each other, 
said ribs all having their surfaces remote from 
the inner surface of said saucer disposed substan 
tially in a common plane parallel to the surface 
portion of said ring nearest the rim of said saucer 
and at least some of said ribs havingy their inner 
surfaces at least in part convexly congruent to 
the inner concave surface of said saucer and 
each rib having a length dimension parallel to 
said plane, a width dimension perpendicular to 
said plane and less than said length dimension 
and a thickness dimension parallel to said plane 
and perpendicular to said length dimension and 
less than said width dimension, and means con 
nected between said ring and the rim of said 
saucer detachably securing said grid in said 
saucer. 

3. In combination with a saucer having a sub 
stantially circular rim and an inner concave sur 
face of spheroidal shape within said rim, a cup 
supporting grid removably mounted in said 
.saucer and comprising an open Work structure 
including a circular outer ring disposed against 
the inner surface of said saucer and spaced from 
said saucer rim, and ribs disposed within said 
ring and integrally joined to said ring and to 
each other, said ribs having their surfaces re 
mote from the inner surface of said saucer dis 
posed substantially in a plane parallel to and 
spaced from the surface of said ring nearest the 
rim of said saucer in a direction away from the 
rim.l of said saucer and at least some of said ribs 
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having their inner surfaces at least in part con 
vexly congruent to the inner concave surface 
of said saucer, at least some of said ribs having 
portions of their surfaces adjacent the inner sur 
face of said saucer spaced from the inner sur 
face 0f said saucer to provide passages for the 
ñow of liquid from the outer portion toward the 
center of the inner surface of said saucer, and 
each of said ribs having a length dimension par 
allel to said plane, a Width dimension perpendic 
ular to said plane and less than said length di 
mension and a thickness dimension parallel to 
said plane and perpendicular to said length di 
mension and less than said Width dimension. 

4. In combination with a saucer having a sub 
stantially circular rim and an inner concave 
surface of spheroidal shape within said rim, a 
cup supporting grid removably mounted in said 
saucer and comprising an open Work structure 
including a circular outer ring disposed against 
the inner surface of said saucer in spaced rela 
tionship to said saucer rim, and ribs having a 
substantially rectangular cross sectional shape 
the major dimension of which extends in a di 
rection from the rim to the center of said saucer, 
and other ribs disposed within said ring and in 
tegrally joined to said ring and to said first 
named ribs and having their surfaces remote 
from the inner surface of said saucer disposed 
substantially in a plane parallel to and spaced 
from the surface portion of said ring nearest 
the rim of said saucer in a direction away from 
said saucer rim, at least some of said ribs having 
their inner surfaces at least in part convexly 
congruent to the inner concave surface of said 
saucer land each of said ribs having a length di 
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8 
mension parallel to said plane, a Width dimen 
sion perpendicular to said plane and less than 
said length dimension and a thickness dimen 
sion parallel to said plane and perpendicular to 
said length dimension and less than said width 
dimension. 

" MARTIN F. BABSKI. 
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